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He arrives with his customary silence. He removes his coat
and hands it to me; I hang it on the coat hook. I sit beside him
and ask ‘how are you today?’ He glances at me ever so briefly
and then nods his head Yes.
Side by side I settle into his gentle forward and backward torso
rocking to attune to his rhythm. I ask ‘what else would you like
to do today?’ He stands... walks to the cupboard and gently
touches the CD player. As is customary I select a CD, the
music begins and we return to our first seated position, side by
side with gentle torso rocking forward and backward.
I ask ‘is it okay if I start the dance?’ He glances at me ever so
briefly and then nods his head Yes. I stand and begin to
dance... after a short while I gently move closer and offer my
hand. He stands... takes my hand... and we begin walking
round the room with hands gently held against one another’s.
He walks forward I walk backward. We take a circular path
with his hands lightly placed on top of mine... maintaining our
gentle connection I raise our hands and arms and circle
underneath them. I reposition myself with his hands resting on my shoulder and hip as we
continue our circular path. I raise our arms and hands and turn underneath them and reposition
myself with my hands on his shoulder and hip... we continue our circular path.
We walk near to our starting chair and he moves to sit in his original seated position. Unravelling
while maintaining our gentle hand contact he begins to sit... I take a firmer hand hold and offer
resistance by leaning away. We support each other’s weight through hand holding and long arm
stretches as he sits... we gently release the tension of holding each other and I place his hands on
his knees. I place my hands on top of his and gently lean my weight onto his hands on his knees...
pushing the weight down to his feet and to the floor. I gently move away and continue to dance.
From across the room I offer my hand. He stands and walks toward me, takes my hand and we
begin walking round the room with hands gently held against one another’s. He walks forward I
walk backward. We trace our circular path with his hands lightly placed on top of mine...
maintaining our gentle connection I raise our hands and arms and circle underneath them. I
reposition myself with his hands resting on my shoulder and hip as we continue our circular path. I
raise our arms and hands and turn underneath them and reposition myself with my hands on his
shoulder and hip... we continue our circular path.
We walk near our starting chair and he moves toward his original seated position. Unravelling while
maintaining our gentle hand contact he begins to sit... I take a firmer hand hold and offer resistance
by leaning away. We support each other’s weight through hand holding and long arm stretches as
he sits... we gently release the tension of holding each other and I place his hands on his knees...
I ask ‘Can I sit beside you?’ He nods his head Yes. I notice his rocking rhythm no longer includes
the torso... but is now smaller and in the neck. As is customary I ask ‘Would you like me to support
you to lean against the wall?’ He nods his head Yes. I stand and place my hands on the front of
his shoulders and say ‘I will gently lean my weight against you’... he nods his head Yes. I lean my
weight against his shoulders as he leans back into a large cushion against the wall. ‘Is that okay?’ I
ask. He nods his head Yes. We exhale... I gently rock his shoulders and torso in a small side to
side rhythm similar to the pace of his original rocking rhythm. I ask ‘would you like to stretch an
arm to the wall above your head?’ He glances at me ever so briefly and then nods his head Yes.
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I gently take the hand of one arm... raise this hand to the wall above his head and gently press the
hand against the wall. I say ‘notice how your ribs are opening as we do this’ … ‘breathe’ I say. I
gently lower the arm and place his hand on his knee. I gently take the other hand... raise this hand
to the wall above his head and gently press the hand against the wall. I say ‘notice how your ribs
are opening as we do this’ … ‘breathe’ I say. I gently lower the arm and place his hand on his
knee. There is stillness. ‘Can I sit beside you?’ I ask. He glances at me ever so briefly and then
nods his head Yes. I sit beside him and we sit in stillness for a few moments... until the gentle
rocking rhythm begins again in the neck.
I ask ‘would you like to dance again?’ He stands and walks around the room; I follow and offer my
hand. We walk side by side and make gentle hand contact... his lightly placed on top of mine.
There is weight in his hand today. I raise our hands and arms and circle underneath them. I
reposition myself and we find ourselves with one arm around each other’s waist... our other hands
still hold together while reaching forward.
We move forward… a moment of tango…
We unravel and walk around the room once more before returning to our starting chair. I sit beside
him… we pause… the music ends… he looks me directly in the eyes and nods his head ‘Yes...’.
He stands, puts on his coat and leaves.

Geoffery Unkovich
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Moving in the Field of Compassion

and compassion meditations of Tara Brach,
Sharon Salzberg and Kristin Neff. Three of
my
life
resources,
Sensorimotor
Psychotherapy, Move into Life and meditation
practice are woven together in this article.

Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and right
doing,
there is a field. I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down in that grass,
the world is too full to talk about.
Ideas, language, even the phrase “each
other”
doesn’t make any sense.

In June 2014, while attending the Sacred Art
of Living and Dying course, I realised that I
needed to work on forgiveness and
compassion so as to face my own death with
equanimity and freedom. I was shocked at
the phrase spiritual terrorism which I heard
for the first time, I had experienced this as a
member of the Church.

(Rumi, “The Field”. In Barks and
Moyne, 1995: pp.36.)
This article outlines how autobiographical and
environmental movement, woven together
with loving kindness, compassion and
forgiveness meditations, transformed deeply
held attitudes I had towards the Catholic
Church.
I outline my experience and reflections on an
Autobiographical Move into Life workshop
and how a deeper self-compassion and
forgiveness emerged.

The patriarchy hierarchy, and the exclusion of
women, drove me from the Church when I
was eighteen. Over the years, I realised that
there were huge losses in opting out. I felt
that I did not belong. The sense of
community, and of ritual within that
community, were gone. What is more, I was
living a hidden secret, and divided, life.
Autobiographical movement
In August 2014, I attended a weeklong
autobiographical movement workshop on the
Burren in Co Clare. We had an eight-week
lead-in process to explore emerging themes
before the workshop began. The themes of
forgiveness and compassion emerged
strongly for me in my meditations and
movement
practice.
Self-forgiveness,
compassion and forgiveness of others and of
the institutional Church were the next steps
on my spiritual journey.

Introduction
I am a certified sensorimotor psychotherapist.
“Sensorimotor psychotherapy, founded by Dr
Pat Ogden, is a body-oriented talking therapy
that integrates verbal techniques with bodycentred interventions in the treatment of
trauma, attachment and developmental
issues.”1
I have a deep connection with nature and
have been involved in Move into Life
movement practice for fourteen years. “Move
into life teaches the art of being in
movement.”2 There are five workshops in the
annual Move into Life cycle. Strata:
Autobiographical Movement is the fourth one.
This five day workshop offers opportunities to
work creatively with personal themes and
transformation through movement. It shows
that the way we move is how we are. By
changing the way we move we can change
our habits.

Preparation for the workshop through
meditation and movement
My intention, during the preparatory weeks
for the workshop and since, was to explore
and deepen my embodiment, understanding
and expression of compassion and
forgiveness. I needed to slow down to make
significant changes in my life. Pausing is a
recommended practice in Move into Life. It is,
however, more difficult to introduce it in daily
life. I was trying to change the habits of a
lifetime and yet it is a crucial part of the
process.

Having meditated regularly for many years, I
was drawn recently, to the loving kindness

My preparation for the workshop involved
daily meditation and movement sessions two
or three times a week. I needed to begin by
gently opening my well-defended heart.
Could I do this in my first preparatory

1

Ashe House website. Accessed December
2014 from http://ashehouse.ie/.
2
Move into Life Website. Accessed
December 2014 from
http://www.moveintolife.com/.
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My experience of the autobiographical
workshop
The workshop took place in the Boghill
Centre,
Co
Clare.
“Autobiographical
movement is an opportunity, through the art
and practice of movement to explore and get
a new perspective about the stories we tell
ourselves about ourselves3. We moved in
three Burren environments that week.
Starting at a deserted cottage on an ancient
green road, we moved from rock to sea,
down through the limestone pavements to the
beach at An Clochán. We moved in the hall
each morning, Sandra Reeve, our facilitator,
introduced Move into Life dynamics and
exercises, preparing us to move in the
environment.

environmental movement session in beautiful
Deerpark in Howth? I moved in a place I call
‘the cave of the elders’.
I feel my feet on the ground. I connect with
the bird song, touching, with my hands face
and body, the mosses and bark of the trees.
Leaning into the grooves of the rocks and
trees, I explore the front back and sides of
Grandmother Rock. Reminding myself to
breathe, I feel the movement in my sides and
back. Then I have a three dimensional sense
of myself in the environment. Aware of my
position in the space and pausing to slow
down into presence, I notice the dappled
sunlight on the rock. I find my place among
the trees and rocks. I move with them. I
belong here. I am safe and part of the
environment.

Move into Life practice starts with movement,
bringing attention to ourselves in our bodies.
Then we focus on the space and finally on
others in the space. In our first session,
Sandra introduced being and doing,
stretching and yawning, lying, crawling, sitting
and standing.

When I first started doing forgiveness
meditations I came across the phrase it is not
my fault. My harsh inner critic could not
accept this. Then I remembered the image,
used by Tara Brach, of a dog caught in a trap
(Brach, 2012), and all of me could accept
that. After a while, I noticed a softening of the
armour around my heart. My intention was
becoming clearer. My theme for the workshop
became more focused on self-compassion
and forgiveness.

When I stop I realise how tired I am and
welcome the opportunity to pause. After
resting and yawning, lying and yielding my
weight to the floor, I move slowly rolling,
pulling and pushing, relishing the horizontal
position.

A week later I move in the cave of the elders
again. The path is bordered by pink
blackberry flowers and the hum of the bees,
feeding on the nectar, is delightful.

Sandra introduces chairs and a scarlet foot
stool. I am attracted to the footstool, to its
colour, soft velvet texture and pill box shape. I
put it on my head, balancing it. My posture
adjusts to it, walking like an African woman
with a burden on her head, or a rotund
cardinal.

These sights and sounds allow me to pause,
relax and breathe. I ground myself and begin
to move very slowly. I notice an animal
coming towards me; a fox is trotting down the
path. I can’t believe my eyes. Almost beside
me, she pauses. Alarmed, she moves away. I
remain standing perfectly still, hardly
breathing. As I watch the fox, a raven flies
over calling raucously and robin gives his
alarm call.

I recognise the footstool as a symbol of the
Church. I hold it on my head feeling the
weight of the burden. Then I stand on it, not
triumphantly, feeling in my power on the
symbol. I have a sense that forgiving the
Church is emerging as my theme.
Throughout the workshop I returned to the
footstool, sitting on it during discussions and
meditations. It seemed to give an embodied
sense of my inner authority.

This was an extraordinary experience. I had
been feeling alone. Surrounded by Nature’s
abundance and richness, I had a felt sense of
belonging with animals, birds and flowers. I
was so happy in my being.

3

Move into Life Website. Accessed
December 2014 from
http://www.moveintolife.com/.
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Our first environmental movement session
took place at a deserted cottage on the green
road.

to detach from the Church but clearly
Catholicism is part of who I am. It is deeply
embedded in me. I felt a softening within and
compassion towards myself. I needed to be
more discerning and less black-and-white in
my responses. I had thrown out the baby with
the bath water!

I move in the garden of the cottage and lie in
a colourful bed of wild flowers and grasses. I
offer loving kindness to myself, to the others
in the group and to all those who lived in the
cottage, before, during and after the Great
Famine. I have a deep sense of inner peace.
Slowing down expands my sense of space
and time.

I called my crystallization the Field of
Compassion, echoing Rumi’s poem, The
Field, quoted at the beginning of this article.
Removing my boots, I crawl through the
labyrinth, pausing, lying down, falling,
kneeling and singing the plain chant Kyrie
Eleison of my school days. I salute the
flowers and grasses along the way,
supported by the gentle sound of a bell
calling me to be present. At the centre of the
labyrinth, I sing Chloe Goodchild’s Singing
Field. “Then the soul lies down in that grass”
(Rumi, In Barks and Moyne, 1995: 36). I feel
embodied,
deeply
reverential
and
compassionate to the earth and its grasses,
to Sandra and the group who accompany and
support me on my pilgrimage through the
labyrinth of life. I feel a softening, a growing
sense of forgiveness and compassion
towards myself and the institutional Church.
Then “Ideas, language, even the phrase
“each other” doesn’t make any sense” (Rumi,
In Barks and Moyne, 1995: 36). I am grateful
for the ritual and joy in the exquisite prayerful
music of my childhood.

Next day we begin with the dynamic of
proportion, getting a body sense of our
volume in the environment.
On our fourth day we moved at An Clochán
(The Beehive), our last site, bringing our
awareness to the environment as stage and
as witness. This extraordinary stony beach
has huge coffin-like slabs scattered on it.
There are two large caves. The water is
crystal clear with magnificent multi-coloured
seaweeds scattered on the rocks.
I play with different seaweeds, costuming
myself in glorious orange/brown, green and
pink ones. Then I visit the caves where rocks
have magnificent imprints of weeds. The roof
is clothed in white, green and reddish hues.
We prepared our crystallizations on the
following day. “This process gives us an
opportunity to create and share a movement
piece to help crystallise our experience and
be witnessed
by the group. It can be an effective way of
healing past wounds, restating new intentions
or affirming change.”4

On our final day, we moved indoors with the
themes of digestion and integration. Sandra
offered us a movement suggestion.
I am aware of being emotional, as I
experiment with the movement suggestion.
The movement led to a physical opening, a
stretching upward of my chest and heart; an
unfamiliar movement.

Moving and becoming embodied, I needed to
listen and allow body and heart to create the
process. I move in the large labyrinth at
Boghill, with a loose score, allowing my
process to emerge and unfold.

It allows me to connect with feelings at a
deeper level. A powerful sound builds inside
me. I release it with several full breaths. The
pace of my walking slows, allowing me to
stop. I sense the warrior woman within,
releasing personal and ancestral anger. It is
also anger as a woman in the Church. I am
expressing the anger of centuries, felt by
women rendered powerless by a patriarchal
Church.

During the afternoon I found myself singing.
The song emerged from within. I didn’t realise
what the song was until a friend identified it
as a hymn. I had left the church almost 50
years previously and was ashamed at singing
a hymn. I had tried, throughout my adult life,
4

Move into Life Website. Accessed December
2014 from http://www.moveintolife.com/.
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After the workshop
Following the workshop, a host of demons,
inner critical voices, tried to undermine the
work I had done. They became stronger as I
wrote this account. It took a week of
grounding movement and meditations to
settle it.

finding the two stools. When I am fully
present in nature, I can connect, embody and
move with painful memories and feelings,
holding them physically in my breath and
body. I can be compassionate, releasing the
feelings, no longer overwhelmed by them.
Crucially, I am held, witnessed and contained
in the compassionate presence of nature.
Part of the environment, I belong in it. The
spaciousness
and
holding
of
the
environment, particularly during the Tonglen5
practices, deepened my feelings, allowing me
to be present.

On a beautiful morning during this week I
need to embody the felt sense of the dog with
his paw caught in a trap. Brach (2012) This
image allows me to forgive myself and
experience self-compassion.
The stool on the floor beside me becomes a
trap. I lie down, yielding to the earth and the
trap. I struggle under its weight. Frustrated
angry and helpless, I remain in this position
yielding to the embodiment of being trapped,
and reflecting on the spiritual terrorism of
priests, nuns, and teachers during my
childhood. Many of them were trapped too.
This is a pivotal experience in the growth of
forgiveness and compassion.

For the first time during an environmental
movement session, I offered loving kindness
meditations. They emerged from within, at the
deserted cottage, softening the armour
surrounding my heart. I experienced
compassion and forgiveness.
Conclusion
My attitude to the Church changed
dramatically during this workshop. I had been
angry, harsh and judgmental. Now I was
softer, with a gentler understanding. This
open-hearted compassion and forgiveness
could not have emerged had I not moved in
the environment in an on-going intentional
way, using embodiment mindfulness and
meditation.

Reflections
Reflecting on the eight week preparation for
the workshop and the event itself, I realise
that it has been a powerful, transformative
process. My attitude to the Church has been
transformed.
Sincerity of intent and on-going attention to
that intent is crucial to transformation.

Barbara Collins
Barbara Collins, B Soc Sc is a certified
sensorimotor psychotherapist who works with
trauma and developmental issues, using
embodiment, movement and mindfulness in
an ecological context.

I allowed the process to evolve and emerge,
trusting organicity (Bateson, 1979) and my
inherent wisdom. I had sought to develop
compassion for myself and others, a broad
endeavour. Then the theme of selfcompassion emerged. During the first
movement session of the workshop, the
theme narrowed again, forgiveness of the
Church emerging organically.

References
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Pausing, letting go and letting be, allowed my
movement to slow down and become
relaxed. It created a restful spacious stillness,
fertile ground for feelings of forgiveness to
emerge.
Movement in the environment was crucially
important in the transformation. The holding
and affordances, which the environment
offered, were especially important. I
remember particularly, meeting the fox and
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The path of Dance Movement Psychotherapy flowing into public recognition.
On Saturday the 16th of May, a collection of people were brought into an embodied awareness of
Dance Movement Psychotherapy. This was cultivated through the courage to lift the veil of the
'unknown'; by creating a performance platform for DMP to be recognised beyond the assumption of
what DMP is perceived to be.
To set the scene, the performance platform consisted of six registered dance movement
psychotherapists, sharing their embodied experiences of working with various client groups. Two
participants submitted films which were screened during the event and the
remaining participants offered live embodiments to recorded music. A sound therapist
supported some of the live improvisational dance with live music. Which became a very lived
example of attunement and the dancing dialogue, present within sessions.
Holding the Body in Mind'
was
created
to
raise
awareness for mental health,
from a Dance Movement
Psychotherapy perspective.
This was in collaboration with
The
Mental
Health
Foundation, during mental
health awareness week. The
performance platform was
created with an aim to raise
the
profile
of
Dance
Movement
Psychotherapy
within a public space, as an
intervention in the support
and management of mental
health.

Kimberley Pena

As a team we agreed that an invitation for the audience to move with us at the end, entering into
the mover role after witnessing, felt essential in the communication and understanding of DMP.
Reminded by Dr Helen Payne and Shany Gallagher’s (2014, p75) views on embodied cognition,
who state:
‘Once we are in situations of joint attention and joint action, critical reasoning becomes a kind of
shared contextualised interaction that allows for and builds upon understanding....’
The inclusivity of the event, achieved through advertisements via various platforms, created a
diverse group of witnesses; all leaving with a greater understanding of DMP. Responding with a
hunger to know more and access more.
These two selected reflections from audience members, left on a feedback cards, seem to
encapsulate the evening from the participant observer role:
‘It was truly moving. The music fit the pieces so well. The stories and emotions depicted, though
heavy, felt shared amongst us all. Q&A and open dance session at the end truly connected the
feeling that we had just had a taste of a group session.’
‘Enjoyed the experience – some heavy content and the end piece, ending in joyous music and
getting audience up dancing was so vital to our experiences – lightening the experience and
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almost giving the audience a taste of movement lightening heavy burdens ( I might have left feeling
sad had we not shook it off!) Q&A fascinating – so interesting to learn and reflect upon’
The overarching message was an overwhelming call for more. More communication, more
reflection, and more understanding, both verbally and non-verbally about what DMP ‘is’.
This hunger left me questioning, have we left the general public "starving" for too long in terms of
how DMP is shared? In comparison, I am aware of Arts Psychotherapists who use art galleries, as
a public platform, for both their modality and client’s process to be recognised. Providing a visual
and public recognition of the value and accessibility of Art Psychotherapy, our eldest sibling in the
field. So why is there an unspoken taboo about part of the DMP process in a live performance,
providing a platform of sharing and validating?
For those unaware, Dance Voice Bristol, which I would regard as a pioneer in terms of DMP
performance platforms, hosts an annual client showcase. Clients are given the opportunity
(voluntary) to be seen beyond that label/diagnosis/stigma. It is always produces a powerful and
provoking evening of sharing and understanding part of the DMP process.
Having volunteered at Dance Voice's annual showcase as a trainee and now a recently joined
member of the psychotherapy team, I felt inspired and compelled to create an opportunity for DMP
awareness in London, having witnessed the impact of performance in Bristol.
Unlike Dance Voice, ‘Holding the Body in Mind’ did not have any client participants on the day but
instead focused on the therapist embodied responses to client material, from first person position.
However, one past client consented to sharing a pre-recorded poem of his DMP experience to
which I moved to. This allowed, literally, for the voice of a past client’s experience of DMP to be
heard.
Perhaps, with the correct safeguarding and ethical boundaries in place, the DMP performance
platform could evolve, in the future, to facilitate client participation, restoring an equality in the
ownership of whose story is being shared and whose body is being seen. Personally, this is
something I am keen to explore; already mindful of clients who have expressed a need to be
provided with a space to be ‘seen’, beyond the walls of the therapy space, as part of their ending.
I am aware of the tensions
surrounding client participation
in performance and although
no clients participated in
‘Holding the Body in Mind’, I
still found myself absorbing
some
of
the
tensions
surrounding what is meant
by 'performance'. I was having
a lived experience of how the
socially constructed definition
of performance does not 'sit
well' in using it as a platform
to communicate DMP.
L-R Kimberley Pena, Emma Dickson, Mira Schauble, Sabio Joy Janiak

The following statement, from an audience feedback card, highlights a layer of discomfort with
regards to DMP in performance and the aesthetic quality attached in performance.
‘Found it hard to connect with the more choreographed pieces – they didn’t resonate with my
experience of DMP. Something gets lost in translating the experience in sessions and the
performance. The use of words/narratives, helped me connect the two. Movement at the end
brought it together.’
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In response, I agree. I think it may be impossible to ever represent the experience of a session
authentically and congruently. A moment from our experience can only ever be represented not
repeated, and its aesthetic representation may resonant or may jar, dependent on the body
witnessing.
In terms of the event itself, the majority of pieces drew from an improvisational frame but there
were other pieces, that used a more structured form, in an attempt to communicate a significant
moment/thread without getting ‘lost’ within a separate ‘performed’ moment.
I have found myself, during the process of developing ‘Holding the Body in Mind’, “on the defence”
and legitimising why a performance platform of DMP was congruent and vital. There was
something all too familiar about this, I had been in this position before, but back then I was
defending 'dance'. Battling with society's definition of dance and reframing it, in the context of
DMP.
'Performance' did not need to be denied or feared, as a medium for communicating the work of
DMP to a wider audience, but worked with. Reminded that creativity finds it soul when it
embraces its shadow (T, Moore 2012 p198).
Dance Movement Psychotherapy is the marriage of both science and art. As we continue to
provide robust scientific reasoning and research towards our validation, let us not deny our roots in
the powerful medium
of
dance.
It
is
dance
and
the
creation
of
art
which holds the capacity to communicate our immediate lived human experiences. Furthermore,
the human experience of what is meant by participating in the DMP process.
As we are aware, movement generates new ways of being in the world. From my experience, I can
see that further movements towards creating future DMP performance platforms, holds the
potential to add to the recognition of our profession.

Clockwise from top: Mira Schauble, Sabio Joy Janiak, Kimberley Pena, Emma Dickson
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I am inspired by Winnicott (1971) who refers to the process of creation not merely as vocational
activity but as fundamental to the development of the individual. If we view Dance Movement
Psychotherapy as an ‘individual’, in terms of its current positioning within our society, its
development may well be dependent on our active creative engagement with it.
For this reason, I feel motivated to begin the next steps in creating a DMP performance platform,
as part of 2016’s Mental Health Awareness week in May.
If you are a RDMP who feels moved to contribute your time, creativity and embodied experience,
please contact: Kimberley.pena@hotmail.co.uk or visit www.movingthoughlife.co.uk
Your collaboration is most welcomed in the recognition of our collectively moving and living DMP
body!
This article is dedicated to the RDMP’s who volunteered their expertise to bring this year’s
performance platform: ‘Holding the Body in Mind’, in collaboration with the Mental Health
Foundation, into a lived reality. Thank you: Emma Dickson, Lana de Meillon, Theresa Messenger,
and Mira Schauble, it has been an honour to share the space of communication with you. A special
mention, also, to Sound Therapist, Sabio Joy Janiak for offering your authentic musical presence.
Kimberley Pena MA RDMP
Dance Movement Psychotherapist
www.movingthroughlife.co.uk
@DMPsychotherapy
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Interview with a Dance Movement Psychotherapist – Thania Acarón
Continuing with the tradition started by Tracey French, Rebecca Wilson recently interviewed dance
movement psychotherapist & PhD Thania Acarón about her career in DMP, dance, and academia.
Can you tell me a little about your path to DMP, how you first found out about it and where
you trained?
I was a dancer and I had gone to study for a Masters degree in Dance Education at NYU and the
director of the programme was Miriam Berger, who was a past president of ADTA. When she
started describing what DMP was, I said “oh wow, this is something that I really would love to do,
and this is something that I felt was a bit different from teaching dance”. So then I decided to
pursue a simultaneous degree – both in my Masters in Dance Education but then taking all of my
electives in Dance Movement Therapy, and every break I had I would go and take all the
intensives [in DMP].
It was very challenging to do, but I’m happy that I was able to do that because it got me the
certification in Dance Education and at the same time I was doing all of my placements with
children with additional support needs and adolescents with conduct disorder. I got to choose
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amazing DMP teachers and that was my journey. I was really happy that they supported me at the
programme so that I was able to do that.
You qualified and were practicing in America, and then found your way over to the UK, was
that to do your PhD?
Yes, when I first gained BC-DMT status [Advanced credentialing in the US] six years ago I
travelled to Argentina and spent two years teaching DMP students, doing workshops and being a
guest lecturer at a post-graduate programme there and in Brazil.
I had been doing training in creative behaviour management in New York and had already started
to transition into professional development, and then I got the opportunity to go to Argentina and
really loved it there. They have a really vibrant DMP community , so I had a really incredible
experience, teaching students from different training programmes and also presenting at the
conferences there, so that was really amazing.
That was really what prompted the desire to do my PhD. To pursue teaching and higher education
felt like something that was really dear to me. I really loved teaching and I really loved the training
aspect of it, and that’s why I started looking for PhD programmes.
I typed in “PhD violence” into Google and Aberdeen showed up – I didn’t even know where
Aberdeen was at that time! I was accepted into that programme but I had also applied to Queen
Margaret University and although that didn’t pan out in terms of PhD study, there was a teaching
position coming up and I ended up teaching on the DMP programme at Queen Margaret
University.
I’ve been reading comments and posts by DMT’s in America recently and they seem to
foreground dance skills more than the UK, has that been your experience of the US DMT
culture?
To be certified in the Alternate Route, which is independent study if you already have a Masters
degree, a lot of the requirements are that you have to have your movement skills and dance
background. I think that the dance experience varies across programmes – there are some that
emphasise the dance and some that emphasise more the psychiatry/psychology part of it.
It’s hard to gauge this aspect as there are six programmes with a lot more independent
programmes starting, so there are big variants.
Do you think that there’s a benefit from having the experience of the creative side of dance
and performance, bringing that into DMP?
Well I’m kind of biased in terms of that because I’ve never stopped my choreographic career – I’ve
never stopped dancing , I’ve never stopped creating. I am still an artist and those have been
simultaneous trainings, so I guess it’s very different for me.
I believe that the DMP training has been more influential on my dance, it has completely altered
the way that I view dance, the way that I choreograph, the way that I work with dancers when I’m
doing projects. It’s a tint that I’ve had now since the training that I can’t really go back from.
And at the same time, I feel it has been a big priority when I work or when I teach in DMP
programmes that the dance aspect of it, the creative/choreographic aspect of it, sometimes even
performance, is not lost.
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I think that it’s a very, very clear choice,
depending on what your background is as a
dance therapist, so from my background I feel
that being able to still access those parts of
dance and the language of dance, creatively and
aesthetically, is a huge plus.

Photo credit: Stephen Schreiber

There was an article by Corinna Brown, also a
dance therapist who has still been having a
choreography and artistic career, and she says
that it’s crucial to keep your dance and your
movement training alive – whatever that is for
you.

I do think that it’s an interesting relationship, maybe particularly for dance therapists who
have not danced professionally?
I think in terms of the requirements it’s not that you need to have danced professionally, you just
need to have had a movement practice, a movement repertoire in your body, to be able to access
it when you’re working with clients.
I have found that a bit challenging in some programmes, sometimes we are fighting between trying
to legitimise our field and say “Yes, we’re really highly trained in psychotherapy, we can speak your
language, we can go into clinical meetings”, and that is really important. But there’s a struggle
sometimes between those forces, those two sides – the dance movement and the psychotherapy
side. And I think sometimes they’re in agreement and very dynamic, and sometimes they’re very
much in conflict.
I was really fascinated by your use of a crowd funding website to fund your trip to the ADTA
conference, how was that experience?
It was extremely positive, there’s a lot of mixed opinions about crowd funding but we’re thinking of
doing it again for our Scotland based artists’ collective [Orphaned Limbs].
The rationale behind the ADTA conference was because it was the first time that I was going to
present after being part of it for 14 years, and it was the first time that I had decided to present
because I felt that the topic of gender identity and sexual orientation has been a really hidden topic
in DMP and I feel like we need a bit more therapeutic competency on this topic.
What happened then was that I wanted to offer something in return for people donating, so the
wonderful part of it was that if people gave a certain amount of money then I would create some
videos for them and they got to choose the song, or I’d pick songs around travel. Mostly the people
that supported me were from where I’m from in Puerto Rico and were very, very supportive, but I
also got donations from Sweden and other parts.
I was very surprised at the level of support, that people really wanted me to go and represent
Puerto Rico in that sense, being able to travel and be part of the ADTA conference which was an
amazing experience.
I met my goal, I included people in the programme and I sent everybody a copy of the programme.
And the next performances that we had, we always included them as my supporters so people felt
that they were supporting me and sent me messages saying that they were really happy that they
could be part of my professional career in some way.
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We have also been successful in a recent crowd funding campaign for our collective, to start
getting some spaces to be able to create instead of our space being taken up by funding proposals
and applications. I think the more I sit down, the more my identity becomes about this computer
and the academic. My identity has many different sides so I feel like I need to continue to at least
have a space to move and that’s been a part of my professional practice for a long time.
I have a dedicated space to move, I think it’s the only thing that’s been consistent since I got to the
UK, no matter how many times I had to write my PhD, how much craziness the PhD entailed, I still
had a space to move. I’ve invited people to come and move with me sometimes and now we’re
trying to work towards doing a creative practice share.
It’s different from the DMP side of it, but I think it taps in to what you were saying – dance is always
in the foreground for me.
Does that feed into the Dance Break videos that you were posting?
Well, that was actually not my idea – it was another dance movement therapist Jennifer Frank
Tantia, an authentic movement practitioner doing her PhD so she was my PhD older sister. I’ve
had these amazing PhD older sisters but she was the only dance therapist and she also was my
lifeline.
So she started posting Dance Breaks, posting different songs on Facebook while she was writing
her PhD, so one day I decided “okay, I need to dance, this is enough with the writing”, and I went
into my living room and started moving and thought “this is really cool, I’m going to tape it”. So I’ve
taken her Dance Break into #PhDDanceBreak, taping the process.
One of them I find very significant to me, because in one of the pieces was editing to the video to
include a split screen. I was going on this idea of the academic and the practitioner, who is who is
really up to whoever views it, and the connections between that reflected, this is the dance therapy
analysis, but it really reflected that struggle between two sides –something really theoretical versus
doing something practical. I think there’s a conversation to be had between the two, but like
everything it’s sometimes a very conflicted
relationship.
It became really motivating, I became stalled at
one point in the PhD and so the PhD Dance
Break was about all these very tense, bound
shapes and I didn’t analyse them at all, it was just
what was coming out. It was really great to be
able to take the theory and also my personal
process and to just take it into the studio and do
whatever it was, and if I wanted to tape it, then
great, and if not then I just kept it for myself.

#PhDDanceBreak 5: Thania vs Thania

For me there was something about making it public, I feel that we can be hidden from view
[as DMPs] a lot of the time and I liked the sense of breaking down whatever blocks us from
view.
I decided to focus on the PhD and not have my own psychotherapy practice, and what I decided to
do instead because I wanted to keep all the clinical skills was to run this monthly Body Hotel and
that was incredible. I couldn’t believe the diversity in terms of the people that came. I had recent
mums, nurses, youth workers, somebody who does life coaching.
And that was the way I kept my DMP skills, even though it wasn’t a dance therapy group, it ended
up being professional and artistic development. So I was able to use those three sides of my brain
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– the educational, the therapeutic and the artistic – and combine it into a monthly meeting group.
Because I didn’t have clients per se it gave me a bit more freedom to explore the artistic side.
Finally, do you have any words of wisdom or hopes for the future that you would like to
share?
I’ve ended up teaching on seven DMP programmes all over the world, so I’m trying to think what
I’ve said to the students that I’ve taught! I think it touches upon what you’ve said about visibility, my
undergrad was in business and its helped shape a lot of the way that I present DMP to other
people, presenting it in a way where it is seen as a professional, cultivated, research-based,
legitimate practice.
And there’s something to be said about keeping presenting, it’s horrible that we always have to
define what it is, but I think there’s so much value to this visibility and how we present that, getting
good presentation skills and practising. I always tell them “you have to practice your elevator
speech, when someone asks you what DMP is, you have to come up with something in two
sentences or less, find your own definition”.
That was one of the first assignments I had as a DMP student, you had to create your own DMP
definition. I’ve always had the fantasy of revamping the Wikipedia entry for DMP, so I always had
that fantasy of having students change it.
But finding your own definition and keeping the field visible is important, because what we do is
worthwhile. And even though in the UK we haven’t been able to get the credentials and the
certifications that other people wave around like a badge, I think still it doesn’t really matter. We
legitimise ourselves as well.
Thank you for your time Thania, and congratulations on your recently awarded PhD!
Dr. Thania Acarón, BC-DMT LCAT R-DMP
PhD Interdisciplinary Approaches to Violence
www.thania.info
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The Goldsmiths Dance Movement Psychotherapy
MA 2015 Graduation
It was a beautiful sunny September day for the
Goldsmiths 2015 Dance Movement Psychotherapy
graduation, as part of the Department for Social,
Therapeutic and Community Studies. This year there
were 18 graduates and as usual, they represented the
rich cultural diversity of the student cohort at Goldsmiths.
The graduation ceremony was held in the majestic Great
Hall in the Richard Hoggart building, followed by drinks
and rather posh nibbles on the green, as a jazz band
played in the white marquee.
The ceremony began with the introductory live music as
the staff procession entered the hall. The Rt Hon Estelle
Morris, chair of council, introduced the ceremony with
her usual articulate and thought provoking words of
encouragement for all the graduands before they queued
up to receive their well-deserved awards. During the
ceremony, octogenarian Professor Howard Becker, an
eminent sociologist and jazz musician, received an
Honorary Doctorate and offered a memorable speech
drawing on the wisdom of his wide ranging experience,
emphasising the importance of recognising and seizing
opportunities when they arise.
I took enormous pride in witnessing the DMP MA
graduates, all looking beautiful in their academic robes,
line up to mount the stair case and cross the stage as
their names were read out. In that moment, I'm acutely
aware of the very particular achievement of graduating
from the DMP MA, which is demanding on so many
levels. The achievement for each graduate is a testament
to much toil and perseverance. This year the success of
these students was made all the more precious when the
poignant moment came for the announcement of the
posthumous award for the late DMP MA student ChinYueh (known to some as Ophelie). Chin-Yueh died of
cancer after completing her dissertation this year and she
will be remembered dearly by all of us who knew her.
From the silence in the hall came a supportive statement
from the department, honouring her name before her
brave husband, Chung-Hui, crossed the stage to shake
hands with Estelle Morris. The moment touched every
member of the crowded room and after a moment of
silent reverence, a cheer and an applause went out, both
in her memory and in support of her husband. There
wasn't a dry eye in the room!
After the ceremony, graduates gathered under the blue
September skies, to be congratulated by tutors, parents,
husbands, children and friends. I always enjoy meeting
the guests of the graduates, knowing that the support
they give the students while they are studying is
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invaluable. One parent spoke of providing regular cups of hot chocolate in the early hours of the
morning to support the final piece of writing. Another parent, beaming with pride, shared her delight
at her daughter’s achievement with me, even though neither of us spoke the other's language. A
proud partner holding a baby that had been born along the way was looking forward to a return to
the normality of family life.
Congratulations to the 2015 Goldsmiths Dance Movement Psychotherapy MA graduates:
Mariana Bautista
Annemarie Bos
Silvia Cordoba Quintaro
Rachel Hogg
Cin-Yueh Hsu
(Posthumous award)
Natascha Hsu
Lootie Johansen-Bibby
Gabrielle Malinauskaite
Mioi Nakayama

Monica Osorio Malfitano
Emma Perris
Veronkia Rakli
Martina Vavrova
Anna Wood
Thais Wizenberg
Hadas Yanai
I-Wei Yu
Gema Zazo Jinmenz

I wish all those graduates well as they join the ADMP UK community. Many have secured an
interesting range of work in the UK and abroad.
Caroline Frizell
Programme Convenor – Dance Movement Psychotherapy
Goldsmiths, University of London
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Please send any updates or news articles to be featured on the DMPin-Board to:
e-motion@admp.org.uk
National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence

an experiential session using a new research
technique for groups.

Published in the 11th of September ADMPUK
mailout, Richard Coaten wrote a letter
thanking Dr Bonnie Meekums for all her work
with NICE, which Professor Vicky Karkou is
continuing.
He highlighted the importance of DMP's
responding to NICE consultations in
development of future guidelines, a key point
raised by Meekums and Karkou at the ICRA
Conference on September 4th.
Richard reflected their thoughts and his
concerns about this issue:
'Unless we are contributing to the
development of these guidelines now and into
the future, it will result in our work getting
even less coverage and awareness among
clinicians and in clinical guidance than it does
now. This change to the guidelines means
that it can be quoted in the conversations we
are currently having in the NHS and no doubt
elsewhere about the strength of our evidence
base. It builds our case for working in the
dementia care field, and of course supports
our current and future employment as DMPs.'

Constellations in Arts Therapies:
The Value of Research
At a recent ICAPT event held at the Camden
People’s Theatre, we were represented at
this cross-discipline event by five dance
movement psychotherapists – including
Professor Vicky Karkou, one of the speakers.
The day included hearing from researchers
and clinicians from Central and North West
London NHS Foundation Trust (CNWL) and
South
London
and
Maudsley
NHS
Foundation Trust (SLaM), and also included
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L-R: Penny Best, Gerry Harrison, Vicky Karkou
(not pictured Kornelia Gomulka, Rebecca Wilson)

A second event is planned for 2nd February
2016, with tickets available through University
of Hertfordshire and it would be great to see
as many, if not more, DMPs in attendance at
these cross-discipline arts therapies events
as we have much to learn from each other.
Phil Jones in a recent issue of Drama
Therapy Review (DTR) cautioned drama
therapists to be “aware of how our
approaches to knowledge construction are
vulnerable to dominant discourses about
what kind of research is valuable and how
this, in turn, can begin to shape what
becomes known and valued about our work.”
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Dates for the Diary
25th September 2015 –
1st May 2016
October 2015 –
June 2016
October 2015 –
July 2016
9th & 10th October 2015
15th October 2015

17th October 2015
17th & 18th October
2015
17th & 18th October
2015
22nd – 25th October
2015
24th &25th October –
28th & 29th November
2015
28th October 2015
29th October 2015
31st October &
1st November 2015
31st October 2015 –
19th March 2016
14th November 2015
21st November 2015

Vol. XXV No. 2

Creative Approaches to Supervision One Year Diploma Course
£2,200, London
info@londoncentreforpsychodrama.org
Movement Matters Programme
£12 (£10) per class, Brighton
www.ourmovementmatters.com
Body Mapping Mentorship
Bristol
www.annetteschwalbe.co.uk
Moving Self in Psychotherapy conference – TANTER
€70, Prague, Czech Republic
konference.tanter.cz
Using Dance/Movement Therapy to Embody Health: Working with Children with
Cancer & Special Needs
$35, ADTA Webinar
http://adta.org/event-2047887
ADMP AGM
London
www.admp.org.uk
Talking Bodies: Introduction to Laban Bartenieff Movement Studies
£165 (£125), Edinburgh
http://movingforth.org/movementeducation/talking-bodies/
Psychodrama and Mindfulness - Open Access weekend
£185, London
www.londoncentreforpsychodrama.org
50th ADTA Conference
from $475, San Diego, California
www.adta.org/event-1934684
Dance of Awareness Foundation Training
£280, Brighton
www.embodiedtherapy.org.uk
An Exploration of Group Arts Therapies Practice & Application of Group Analysis
£80 (£70), Derby University
http://dimitrioszaxos.com/contact-us-athens/
Moving families: An analytic approach of working through conflicts in family therapy
£80 (£70), Derby University
http://dimitrioszaxos.com/contact-us-athens/
Walk of Life – The Winds of Change
£95 (£80), Charmouth, Dorset
www.walkoflife.co.uk
Foundation Course in Dance Movement Psychotherapy
£1,150, University of Roehampton, London
www.roehampton.ac.uk/psy-shortcourses/
Introduction to Dance Movement Psychotherapy
£149. University of Roehampton, London
www.roehampton.ac.uk/psy-shortcourses/
Create Your Own Work
£60 (£50), London
info@heartofmovement.com
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21st & 22nd November
2015
21st & 22nd November
2015
27th – 29th November
2015
12th December 2015 –
21st June 2016
19th – 22nd December
2015
15th January 2016 – ongoing
2nd February 2016
13th – 19th March 2016
6th – 8th May 2016
14th May –
4th December 2016
June 2016

June 2016
10th – 11th September
2016

Body Mapping Autumn/Winter Intensive – Gathering Nurture for the Winter to Come
£180, Bristol
www.annetteschwalbe.co.uk
The importance of early relationships - Training Practice Weekend
£185, London
www.londoncentreforpsychodrama.org
IBMT Workshop – Woman, Body, Earth and Spirit
£180, Kelling, North Norfolk
www.ibmt.co.uk
Kestenberg Movement Profile Level 1 Certification Training
£800 (£500), Edge Hill University
http://store.edgehill.ac.uk/browse/product.asp?compid=1&modid=1&catid=84
Advanced Dance Therapy Training – DMT as Primary Treatment Modality
€350, Athens, Greece
Adda Paizi: addge1@yahoo.gr
Weekly Dance Movement Psychotherapy Group for Women in York
£35 (£28) per session, York
www.movingmelodies.co.uk
Constellations in the Arts Therapies: The Value of Research (Part 2)
£60, London
ad-shortcourses@herts.ac.uk
USA Creative Arts Therapies Week
N/A, various locations
www.nccata.org
Embracing embodiment and somatic resonances in clinical supervision
£210, London
info@heartofmovement.com
Clinical Supervisors Training
£1,200, Dance Voice, Bristol
www.dancevoice.org.uk
Authentic Movement and the Art of Witnessing: five-day retreat
TBC, Kelling North Norfolk
www.ibmt.co.uk
Authentic Movement Five-Day Summer Retreat
TBC, Kelling North Norfolk
www.ibmt.co.uk
The 2nd EADMT Conference
TBC
www.eadmt.com/

Please send any upcoming courses, workshops or performance dates to Becky at
e-motion.admp.org.uk to be included in the next issue.
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Guidelines and deadlines for submitting articles to e-motion
Upcoming issues:
Winter 2015
Deadline for submissions – 1st November 2015
Spring 2016
Deadline for submissions – 1st February 2016

Guidelines for submissions:
Articles: 2000 – 4000 words, with Harvard referencing
Reflective pieces: max 1000 words
Please save your submission as a Word or PDF document and
include the title and your name in the file name.
Please also remember to include your name as you would like it to
be displayed, along with any titles or positions you would like
included.
Submissions and queries can be sent to the Editorial team at:

e-motion@admp.org.uk
Regular columns:
Do you have an idea for a regular column, or would you like to write
a quarterly feature?
Requests from both qualified & trainee DMPs welcome, perhaps a
research & news round-up, book review or student update from
your training programme?
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